Introduction

Previous studies showed that only 0.1–0.3% of Barrett’s esophagus (BE) [the critical precancerous stage of esophageal adenocarcinoma (EAC)] developed into EAC (1-3), and about 80–90% of patients with EAC did not have a past medical history of BE (4), but the risk of BE population with EAC was indeed significantly higher, 30–50 times higher than the general population (5). In September 2018, the updated epidemiological data of the National Institutes of Health in the USA showed that about 17,290 cases of EAC were diagnosed between 1975 and 2015 with the death number as high as 15,850 cases, and the 5-year survival rate less than 20%. For locally progressive patients, the main treatment regimen is neoadjuvant chemoradiotherapy combined with surgery (6). In addition, 40% of the patients were diagnosed as too advanced to be removed surgically, resulting in a 5-year survival rate of less than 5% in this case (7). At present, it is believed that the causes of poor prognosis, low survival...
rate, recurrence, metastasis, chemotherapeutic resistance and radiotherapeutic resistance of malignant tumors may be closely related to the existence of cancer stem cells (CSCs).

Content

The origin of BE, the critical stage of EAC

Understanding the relationship between treatment and relapse is important to improve treatment outcomes and reduce failure of all kinds of cancers. EAC is a suitable disease model to explore the activities and mechanisms of CSCs in cancer, because one of the critical developmental stages has involved characteristic cellular morphological changes, which may suggest the involvement of CSCs. In the disease model, EAC derived from normal esophagus passes through several developmental stages. Chronic exposure of normal esophagus to gastric reflux leads to BE, BE to low grade dysplasia (LGD), LGD to high-grade dysplasia (HGD) and finally HGD to EAC. BE has been observed replacing their squamous epithelial cells with columnar epithelial cells in the distal esophagus (8), which highly suggests the involvement of stem cell related activities (9).

No consensus has been reached about the origin of BE in the academic world. The debate of formation of BE could be classified into two hypotheses: trans-commitment and trans-differentiation. At present, the latest view claims that stem cells play important roles in the formation and progression of BE, which may be differentiated from stem cells (10) (Figure 1).

The hypothesis of trans-commitment thinks that BE is directly derived from the stem cell group in the body. Stem cells of esophageal tissues are thought to mainly come from the following four aspects. First, it is from bone marrow stem cells: mesenchymal stem cells promote the differentiation of hematopoietic stem cells (to become matured red blood cells), production of connective tissue, lipid, cartilage and bone, and in specific inducing condition, hematopoietic stem cells can also differentiate into nervous tissue, myocardial cells, skeletal muscle cells and liver cells (11). However, some researchers transplanted bone marrow stem cells to the damaged esophagus where the bone marrow stem cells were observed to differentiate into columnar cells. Second, it is from stem cells in the esophagus: those stem cells are mainly distributed in esophageal squamous epithelial papilla substratum, the neck of the submucosal glandular canal of the esophagus or cardiac gland epithelium (12). Stimulation from the outside environment and growth factor produced by mesenchymal cells in microenvironment could induce the abnormal differentiation of multipotential stem cells which then transform into BE. BE could be induced in the rat model without submucosal glands of the esophagus. It indicated that there might be different location of stem cells inducing the formation of stem cells. Third, it is from the leftover embryonic cells in esophageal squamous junction: leftover embryonic cells in gastro-esophageal junction may undergo opportunistic expansion by penetrating basilar membrane to the apoptotic esophageal squamous epithelium forming BE. Fourth, it is from the dedifferentiation of multipotential esophageal squamous epithelial cells: cell reprogramming means that matured differentiated thesocytes are differentiated to restore totipotency, pluripotent state or the process to become multipotential stem cells. In short, it is the dedifferentiation of mature cells. Cell reprogramming could take part in the occurrence and progression of diseases. Induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) is the typical example of cell reprogramming that mature cells dedifferentiate into embryo stem cell liked multipotential stem cells through cell reprogramming. Cell reprogramming involves the activation of several signaling pathways including BMP/SMAD, WNT/β-catenin, LIF/STAT3, etc. Some researches indicated that squamous cells would be induced to transform into the phenotype of columnar epithelial cells who expressed OCT4 (13), KLF4 (14,15) and other markers of intestinal stem cells of columnar epithelial cells who expressed OCT4 (13), KLF4 (14,15) and other markers of intestinal stem cells. In this case, under the stimulation of long-term unhealthy environmental factors like gastric esophageal reflux content, esophageal squamous epithelial cells would dedifferentiate into multi-potential cells who obtained the ability of dedifferentiation through cell reprogramming. After that, the expression of CDX2, MUC2 and other markers of intestinal epithelium would be further targeted and activated so that expression of the marker of squamous epithelium will be down regulated and not detected. At the end, the multi-potential esophageal epithelial cells will differentiate as BE.

The hypothesis of trans-differentiation comes from multilayered epithelium (MLE). MLE, columnar epithelium arranged on the second to the eighth level of squamous epithelium, appears on the BE squamous columnar junction whose surface was covered by visible microvilli under scanning electronic microscopy; meanwhile, MLE expressed CK4 as the characteristics of squamous epithelium and...
CK19 as the characteristics of columnar epithelium. MLE is the intermediate state from squamous to columnar epithelium during the forming process of BE cellular characteristics. In the normal developmental process of mouse embryo, researchers found that the esophageal overlying squamous epithelium was directly derived from simple columnar epithelium in origin which indicated the existence of reciprocal transformation between squamous and columnar epithelium (16).

**Markers of CSCs in EAC**

CSCs are a subgroup of cell in solid tumors, with highly efficient proliferation and multidirectional differentiation potential, which is considered the origin of tumorigenesis. The existence of CSCs has confirmed in large number of malignant tumors, including breast cancer, lung cancer, pancreatic cancer, gastric cancer, colorectal cancer, liver cancer, melanoma, and of course, EAC (*Figure 1*). The identification and isolation of CSCs in EAC have important potential significance for improving the therapeutic efficacy for EAC patients, and targeted CSC therapy may contribute to the ultimate elimination of tumors.

There are relatively few studies on CSCs in EAC. Currently, molecular markers used to identify CSCs in EAC include ALDH1, CD44+/CD24−, ALDH, CD24, integrin α6/CD71dim, Ascl2, EpCAM and Hoechst33342 staining. The CSCs of EAC are usually insensitive to 5-fluorouracil and cisplatin in conventional chemotherapy. CD44+/CD24− CSCs isolated from EAC are highly proliferative and spheroid-forming, and are more radiation-resistant than ordinary stem cells. In addition, patients with CD44+/CD24− EAC are less effective in neoadjuvant chemoradiotherapy (17). The EAC cell line resistant to 5-fluorouracil has high expression of CD24 stem cell markers, and CD24 expressing cells have the ability to form into pellets *in vitro* (18). Studies have shown that OE19 EAC cell lines highly express EpCAM after being resistant to the

**Figure 1** Proposed disease model of esophageal adenocarcinoma. CSC, cancer stem cell; EAC, esophageal adenocarcinoma; BE, Barrett’s esophagus.
combined chemotherapy drugs azithromycin, cisplatin and 5-fluorouracil, and form into spheres in serum-free medium and tumors in transplanted nude mice, indicating that the CSC subpopulation of EAC leads to tumor progression and chemotherapy resistance (19). The cells isolated by Hoechst33342 staining are called side population (SP). Drug transporter ABCG2 was the determinant factor of the leakage of Hoechst33342 dye from SP which can lead to the cell leakage of chemotherapeutic drugs, reduce the intracellular concentration of chemotherapeutic drugs, achieving the effect of chemotherapeutic resistance. The biological behavior and association of SP with CSCs are still not well understood. However, it is now considered that SP is CSC. Studies have shown that OE19 cell line of EAC, which is resistant to 5-fluorouracil, contains a large part of SP and has self-renewal ability and tumorigenesis ability in nude mice (20). Honjo et al. (21) found that ALDH1+ EAC cells sorted out by flow cytometry and fluorescence activation could suspend on the supernatant of serum-free medium to form tumor spheres. Those indicate that ALDH1 is a reliable marker of EAC CSCs. In addition, Wang et al. (22) showed that ALDH+ EAC cells were two to five times more capable of balling in vitro than ALDH-cells, suggesting the expression of ALDH molecules could be used to determine EAC CSCs. Studies have shown that the mRNA and protein expression of integrin α6+/CD71dim in the sphere-forming cells of various EAC cell lines were more overexpressed than that of the parental cells (23). The suspended sphere-forming EAC cells were significantly stronger than their parental cells in no matter clonogenesis, and tumorigenic ability, or for 5-uracil and cisplatin resistance, because those suspended sphere-forming EAC cells are not common cancer cells, but the latent CSCs, having “stemness”. Under the adaptive conditions, these EAC CSCs will proliferate and differentiate again, causing tumor recurrence and metastasis.

**Bile acid, the IL-6/STAT3 signaling pathway and EAC**

EAC is an inflammatory cancer with BE as its precancerous lesion. The chronic stimulation of gastroesophageal reflux (the gastroesophageal reflux contains many complex components including gastric acid, bile acid, pepsin, etc.) causes the lower esophagus to be in an inflammatory state, where the local squamous epithelium is gradually replaced by columnar epithelium to form BE. Unfortunately, proton pump inhibitors (PPI) have been widely and frequently used in the treatment of gastric acid inhibition, but in the past few decades, the incidence of EAC in western countries has still increased by 6 times (24). Thus, it suggested that gastric acid is at least not the only key factor inducing EAC. It is currently believed that bile acid is the important reflux that leads to the formation and progression of BE. Bile acids can be classified into free bile acids and bound bile acids according to their structure. Free bile acids include cholic acid, deoxycholic acid (DCA), goose DCA and a small amount of licholic acid. In the rat reflux model, it was found that gastric acid alone could not induce the formation of BE; on the contrary, bile acid alone could induce the formation of BE (25). Shen et al. (13) successfully induced immortalized esophageal squamous cell line Het-1A to reprogram to express intestinal epithelial cell markers CDX2 and MUC2 by utilizing DCA. In addition, compared with patients with gastroesophageal reflux disease and BE without intraepithelial neoplasia, patients with EAC and BE with intraepithelial neoplasia suffered from more severe bile reflux. Therefore, bile acid may be an important environmental factor in the transformation of esophageal squamous cells into BE and carcinogenesis. However, celecoxib, a non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug, can reduce the expression of CD24, a marker of EAC stem cells, and inhibit the growth of CD24+ EAC in vitro (18). Stimulation of DCA can activate the STAT3 inflammatory pathway and up-regulate the expression of STAT3 (26). Moreover, the upregulation of STAT3 expression could target the expression of stem cell related genes such as OCT4, HIF-1α, and CD44 (27). Upregulation of gene expression in stem cells is an important indicator of stemness acquisition. Meanwhile, DCA stimulation can induce human normal esophageal epithelial cells to transform into BE cells (13). Blocking the stimulation from bile acid or inhibiting inflammation may be a strategy to prevent the formation of CSCs in EAC, and may help to improve the efficacy of radiotherapy and chemotherapy for EAC to prevent tumor recurrence.

IL-6/STAT3 signaling pathway is an inflammatory signaling pathway. Transduction and activation of transcription 3 (STAT3), is a functional protein on the tyrosine phosphorylation signal transducing pathway. Interleukin 6 (IL-6) activates the intracellular downstream Janus kinase (JAK), which further phosphorylates STAT3 to form the active forms of pSTAT3 (Tyr705) and pSTAT3 (Ser727). On one hand, pSTAT3 (Tyr705) is phosphorylated by tyrosine at position 705 of STAT3, and dimerized into the nucleus to target the expression of related downstream genes. On the other hand, pSTAT3
(Ser727) is phosphorylated at Ser727 of STAT3 to regulate gene expression in mitochondria. Studies have shown that cytokine IL-6 can positively feedback to promote the transformation of non-stemness cancer cells into breast cancer CSCs (28) (Figure 1). IL-6 not only mediates the activation of the Notch1 signaling pathway to promote the formation of CSCs (29), but also promotes transformation of cancer cells into CSCs by activating the JAK1-STAT3-OCT4 signal transducing pathway (30). However, the anti-inflammatory substance ginsenoside A can inhibit the activation of IL-6/STAT3 signaling pathway, down-regulate the expression of stem cell genes ALDH1A, SOX2 and OCT4, attenuate the “stemness” to inhibit the ability of breast cancer CSCs to form into globule in vitro (31). In addition, OCT4 was highly expressed in ovarian cancer SP, and the expression of OCT4 was up-regulated in non-SP loaded with OCT4 plasmid, further activating the expression of JAK and STAT, especially JAK1 and STAT6, to improve tumor invasion, anti-apoptosis and tumorigenesis in nude mice (32) (Figure 1). In lung adenocarcinoma, blocking IL-6 can attenuate the formation of lung cancer-like organs from CSCs and increase the sensitivity of lung adenocarcinoma organs to chemotherapeutic drugs (33). In gastric adenocarcinoma, cisplatin induced CSC characteristics are closely related to the activation of IL-6/STAT3 pathway (34). Undoubtedly, IL-6/STAT3 signaling pathway is one of the important pathways to promote the formation of CSCs. During the chronic gastroesophageal reflux, the esophageal epithelial cells are stimulated by bile acid, which can activate inflammatory signaling pathway. High concentration of bile acid can promote the tumorigenesis of digestive tract, because bile acid can induce oxidative stress, DNA damage and mitochondrial damage in cells (35), leading to disease progression, whose specific molecular mechanisms are under study. Studies have shown that bile acid stimulation can induce up-regulated expression of proto-oncogene c-Myc in a variety of EAC cell lines and improve the proliferation capacity of EAC cells (36). Furthermore, DCA stimulation of EAC cells can activate the NF-κB signaling pathway and induce the expression of interleukin IL-8 (37). Other studies have shown that bile acid can activate the IL-6/STAT3 signaling pathway in the esophageal epithelium (38). In addition, Delgado et al. (39) showed that bile acid can promote malignant progression of EAC cells by activating STAT3, up-regulating cyclin D1, cyclin E, c-Myc and Bcl-2, and increasing proliferation and anti-apoptotic ability of EAC. Therefore, bile acid is inextricably linked to the activation of IL-6/STAT3 signaling pathway during the formation and progression of EAC (40). To date, bile acids is known to induce the formation of EAC CSCs. Specifically, whether it mediates this process by activating the IL-6/STAT3 signaling pathway remains to be studied.

**Stem cell genes OCT4, KLF4 and the IL-6/STAT3 signaling pathways**

The transformation of cancer cells into CSCs is also a process of cell reprogramming. Cell reprogramming is the process by which mature terminal cells are reverted to totipotency or pluripotency, or the formation of pluripotent stem cells, under certain conditions. Under certain conditions, reprogramming of cancer cells changes the malignant degree of cancer cells (Figure 1). In the early stages of reprogramming, the cancer cells become more “stemness” and turn into more malignant CSCs; in the later stage of reprogramming, the pluripotency of cancer cells increases and the degree of malignancy decreases, thus transforming into tumor-IPSCs. The process of cell reprogramming is usually accompanied by over-expression of four Yamanaka transcription factors: KLF4, OCT4, SOX2 and MYC, which are collectively known as OSKM.

Eight dimer transcription factor 4 (OCT4) encoded by POU5F1 genes located on chromosome 6, which is also called POUSF1 and OCT3/4. There are related pseudogenes on chromosome 1, 3, 8, 10 and 12, and selective splicing can form different protein subtypes. The standard OCT4 protein sequence contained 360 amino acids with a molecular weight of 38.6 kDa. The POU domain is the main active functional region of OCT4, which is bound to the target gene DNA by the helix-rotation-helix structure. OCT4 is a necessary transcription factor to maintain the multidirectional potential of cells, which is regarded as a stem cell marker and a marker molecule of CSCs. OCT4 and SOX2 are synergistically and directly combined to activate the target gene, and the stem cell factor Nanog is its downstream regulatory gene, whose up-regulation, forming the OCT4-SOX2-Nanog axis is a key cascade of “stemness” (41), in which OCT4 plays an important and core role. Clinically, studies have shown that patients with esophageal squamous cell carcinoma (ESCC) with high expression of OCT4 have poor prognosis (42). Moreover, the abilities of OCT4+ ESCC cells to form tumor sphere and transplanting to form tumors are significantly stronger than that of differentiated mature ESCC cells (43). In addition,
OCT3/4+ cell enrichment was also observed in EAC (44). There is an interaction between STAT3 and stem cell factor OCT4 in the regulation between OCT4 and signal pathway. Studies have shown that the use of STAT3 inhibitor WP1066 can inhibit the expression of OCT4 in iPSCs (45). In cervical cancer, the overexpression of STAT3 significantly increased the mRNA and protein expression of OCT4, while the siRNA silencing of STAT3 decreased the expression of OCT4 (46). After transfection with the STAT3 active mutant, pancreatic cancer cells expressed OCT4, the stem cell marker (27). Subsequently, it has been demonstrated that STAT3 can be recruited into the OCT4 promoter region of breast cancer cells (47). However, the relationship between STAT3 and OCT4 in EAC has not been studied.

Kruppel-like factor 4 (KLF4) is a Kruppel like zinc finger protein, which is a member of the DNA binding transcription factor family and is involved in the regulation of various cell functions including proliferation, differentiation, inflammation, apoptosis, cell cycle and embryo development. In previous studies, KLF4 is both a proto-oncogene and a tumor suppressor gene, playing a dual role, which mainly depends on the tissue type and tumor stage of the tumor. In colorectal cancer, gastric cancer, ESCC, lung cancer, prostate cancer and bladder cancer, low expression of KLF4 can promote excessive proliferation and malignant transformation of tumor cells, supporting the role of KLF4 as a tumor suppressor gene. KLF4 is upregulated in primary ductal carcinoma of breast and squamous cell carcinoma of oral cavity, which promotes survival and progression of tumors, reflecting the function of KLF4 as proto-oncogene. Later, KLF4 was found to be involved in the induction of fibroblast transformation into pluripotent induced stem cells (48). As a stem cell gene, KLF4 has attracted much attention, and is involved in maintaining the long-term self-renewal potential of normal stem cells and CSCs. Studies have shown that KLF4 can be activated by bile acid to further increase the transcriptional activity of MUC2 and CDX2, which has a potentially important role in the development of BE (49). Moreover, after inhibiting the Notch1 signaling pathway, esophageal squamous cells can induce the transformation of esophageal squamous cells to BE like metaplasia by upregulating the expression of KLF4 (15). Therefore, KLF4 is involved in cell reprogramming and can induce the formation of BE. In colon cancer, KLF4 is highly expressed in colon cancer CSCs, and inhibition of KLF4 can reduce the expression of other CSC markers in colon cancer (50).

As for the relationship between the STAT3 pathway and KLF4, in embryonic stem cells, the LIF/STAT3 pathway can selectively promote the expression of KLF4 and maintain the pluripotency and self-renewal of embryonic stem cells (51). Studies have shown that the use of STAT3 inhibitor WP1066 can inhibit the expression of KLF4 in iPS cells, suggesting that STAT3 is crucial in maintaining the pluripotency of iPS cells (45). In breast cancer cell lines, the small-molecule Stattic inhibitor of STAT3 significantly reduced the expression level of KLF4 mRNA (52). These studies suggest that KLF4 is a downstream molecule of STAT3, and KLF4 expression is affected by the STAT3 signaling pathway. On the contrary, after treatment with the STAT3 inhibitor STX-0119, an unexpected up-regulation of KLF4 was observed in glioblastoma strains (53). However, the relationship between STAT3 and KLF4 in EAC remains to be studied.

The possible origins of CSCs

It was reported that the CSC population was resistant to chemotherapy. Cancer recurrence is a major obstacle to clinical treatment, in which CSCs may play an important role. One of the explanations for recurrence is that cancer therapy focused too much on destroying tumor cells without eradicating CSCs. Assuming that CSCs behave similarly with normal stem cells, they could act to maintain homeostasis; that is, when the population of tumor cell decreases or disappears through clinical treatment, CSCs would repopulate the tumor and cause recurrence (54). CSCs might be the key drivers of growth and metastasis of the mentioned tumor types and initiator of tumor formation, self-renewal and differentiation.

Although CSCs have been reported in multiple cases of cancer, the source of CSCs has yet to be clear. CSCs might be transformed from adult stem cells, mutations of adult cells, or the activation of proto-oncogenes. On the other hand, they might be transformed by the dedifferentiation of tumor cells who express stem cell related genes indicating their stem cell liked characteristics. If tumor cells express stem cell related genes, it is likely to gain stem cell properties, self-renewal abilities and multiple developing capabilities. Other studies have found that the expression of stem cell markers could be induced in normal tissue cells under certain conditions in which those tissue cells were dedifferentiated into polypotent stem cells and promote tumor formation. According to the present point of view, cancer might be one kind of stem cell disease. The Wnt, Hedgehog and Notch signaling pathways
are involved in the expression and regulation of stem cell related genes in tumor cells. In the recent years, studies found that the STAT3 signaling pathway could regulate the expression of stem cell related genes such as Nanog, OCT4, SOX2 and CD44. The tumor cells with high expression of stem cell related genes like Nanog, OCT4, SOX2 and CD44 showed the ability to form balls in vitro and tumors in vivo. That indicated the STAT3 signaling pathway targeted to the expression of stem cell related genes and promoted the formation of tumors. From the therapeutic point of view, it might be an ideal strategy to treat cancer by understanding the biology, focusing on the characteristics in microenvironment and develop specific therapies of CSCs (55).

Conclusions

BE is a precancerous lesion of EAC. As the incidence of BE increases, attention should be paid to the pathogenesis and treatment of EAC. Moreover, CSCs may be the origin of cancer resistance to radiotherapy and chemotherapy, recurrence and metastasis. EAC is an inflammatory tumor with poor prognosis and survival. To explore the relationship between the molecular mechanism of the formation of EAC CSCs and inflammatory signaling pathways may provide strategies for the treatment of EAC.
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